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Cv/VAR series 104 Reviews ‘David Hockney RA: A Bigger Picture', exhibited at the Royal

Academy from January to April 2012. The project of creating monumental landscape paintings

was based on a small area near the artist’s home at Bridlington in East Yorkshire. Works

developed with time-framed films, photographs, iPad studies, drawings, sketchbooks, oils and

watercolours; recording particular motifs and places in the changing seasons. Studies were

enlarged on joined canvases in compositions up to 30’ wide, designed to immerse the viewer in

an intense experience of the landscape.
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published February 2012, abridged from Homeland: David Hockney and the Yorkshire
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‘David Hockney RA: A Bigger Picture', exhibited at the Royal Academy from January to April

2012. The project of creating monumental landscape paintings was based on a small area near

the artist’s home at Bridlington in East Yorkshire. Works developed with time-framed films,

photographs, iPad studies, drawings, sketchbooks, oils and watercolours; recording particular

motifs and places in the changing seasons. Studies were enlarged on joined canvases in

compositions up to 30’ wide, designed to immerse the viewer in an intense experience of the

landscape. --------------------------------------Protean CreatorRecent publications on David

HockneyReviewed by Marina Vaizey David Hockney is a highly unusual creature: he is among

the best known artists in Britain, popular among an unusually wide audience, and also

critically acclaimed and widely exhibited in the major museums and leading galleries, works in

a variety of media and since his student days at the Royal College of Art has been

commercially successful. He is the possessor of an enormous bibliography as well as being

perhaps one of the most prolific writers and conversationalists on art, its history and his own

explorations and conclusions intertwined. By his books you shall know him: numerous

catalogues, his own illustrated books (Grimms’ Fairy Tales in a limited trade edition, as well as

a suite of superb and subtly uneasy prints – in the main Hockney chose the darkest tales).

Hockney by Hockney, collections of conversations and interviews, Hockney Paints the Stage,

Hockney on Picasso, Hockney writing a book on Secret Knowledge: Rediscovering the Lost

Techniques of the Old Masters, in which the 20th century artist argued that the artists of the

past had used with sophisticated verve various optical instruments as aids to depiction. He is

also well on his way to being that peculiarly English thing, a Living National Treasure and has

indeed been compared to that other Yorkshire man, Alan Bennett; prickly, loveable, determined

and brave. Both defined although in different ways by an underlying streak of melancholy and a

deep devotion to England in general and Yorkshire especially. Hockney has been much shaped

by his escape to southern California from which he has only just returned for a curiously Bibical

span of seven years. The artist has been particularly helpful, socially speaking, by example in

terms of his open gay life, and in defence of freedom is a peculiarly defiant

smoker. An unexpected slant in the deluge of publicity surrounding Hockney’s

exhibition of landscape meditations at the Royal Academy has been the artist himself being

described as a style icon, a specific inspiration for masculine haute couture (no, not kidding),

and extraordinary colour combinations, in blocks of colour: orange trousers, bright blue shirts

or whatever. Hockney is protean: a draughtsman, illustrator, photographer, lithographer, etcher,

serially infatuated with new technologies – the photocopier, the fax, the computer, currently the

iPad and the iPhone, and of course, is a well trained painter. He has created posters for the

Olympics, designed for opera, and been the subject of a controversial biographical film, Jack

Hazan’s A Bigger Splash, which charted his intense love affair with the substantially younger

Californian painter, Peter Schlesinger. And here in time for the 2012 A Bigger Picture (the title a

riff on Hockney’s archetypal painting of La La Land, A Bigger Splash, one of the dozen or so

early memorable masterpieces by the artist) is a host of new publications. 

This is a Kindle Edition published February 2012, abridged from Homeland: David Hockney



and the Yorkshire Landscape published by Cv Publications © 2012 All rights reserved. Cv/

Visual Arts Research, archive and editions, view at www.tracksdirectory.ision.co.uk Cv/VAR

series 104 Reviews ‘David Hockney RA: A Bigger Picture', exhibited at the Royal Academy

from January to April 2012. The project of creating monumental landscape paintings was

based on a small area near the artist’s home at Bridlington in East Yorkshire. Works developed

with time-framed films, photographs, iPad studies, drawings, sketchbooks, oils and

watercolours; recording particular motifs and places in the changing seasons. Studies were

enlarged on joined canvases in compositions up to 30’ wide, designed to immerse the viewer in

an intense experience of the landscape. --------------------------------------Protean CreatorRecent

publications on David HockneyReviewed by Marina Vaizey David Hockney is a highly unusual

creature: he is among the best known artists in Britain, popular among an unusually wide

audience, and also critically acclaimed and widely exhibited in the major museums and

leading galleries, works in a variety of media and since his student days at the Royal College of

Art has been commercially successful. He is the possessor of an enormous bibliography as

well as being perhaps one of the most prolific writers and conversationalists on art, its history

and his own explorations and conclusions intertwined. By his books you shall know him:

numerous catalogues, his own illustrated books (Grimms’ Fairy Tales in a limited trade edition,

as well as a suite of superb and subtly uneasy prints – in the main Hockney chose the darkest

tales). Hockney by Hockney, collections of conversations and interviews, Hockney Paints the

Stage, Hockney on Picasso, Hockney writing a book on Secret Knowledge: Rediscovering the

Lost Techniques of the Old Masters, in which the 20th century artist argued that the artists of

the past had used with sophisticated verve various optical instruments as aids to depiction. He

is also well on his way to being that peculiarly English thing, a Living National Treasure and

has indeed been compared to that other Yorkshire man, Alan Bennett; prickly, loveable,

determined and brave. Both defined although in different ways by an underlying streak of

melancholy and a deep devotion to England in general and Yorkshire especially. Hockney has

been much shaped by his escape to southern California from which he has only just returned

for a curiously Bibical span of seven years. The artist has been particularly helpful, socially

speaking, by example in terms of his open gay life, and in defence of freedom is a peculiarly

defiant smoker. An unexpected slant in the deluge of publicity surrounding

Hockney’s exhibition of landscape meditations at the Royal Academy has been the artist

himself being described as a style icon, a specific inspiration for masculine haute couture (no,

not kidding), and extraordinary colour combinations, in blocks of colour: orange trousers, bright

blue shirts or whatever. Hockney is protean: a draughtsman, illustrator, photographer,

lithographer, etcher, serially infatuated with new technologies – the photocopier, the fax, the

computer, currently the iPad and the iPhone, and of course, is a well trained painter. He has

created posters for the Olympics, designed for opera, and been the subject of a controversial

biographical film, Jack Hazan’s A Bigger Splash, which charted his intense love affair with the

substantially younger Californian painter, Peter Schlesinger. And here in time for the 2012 A

Bigger Picture (the title a riff on Hockney’s archetypal painting of La La Land, A Bigger Splash,

one of the dozen or so early memorable masterpieces by the artist) is a host of new

publications. The plethora of such ruminations – essays, catalogues, retrospectives, articles -

running now into the thousands, do we need more? Answer, perhaps unsurprisingly, is yes.

The biography by Christopher Simon Sykes is the first volume of two, and covers the period

from 1937 to 1975, when Hockney returned to Paris after the premiere of his spectacular

designs for Glyndbourne’s production of Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress. Revived to

universal praise in 2010, the designs have worn extremely well.The biography’s detailed



description of their genesis and the technical team of stage craftsmen that enabled them to

come to fruition is particularly fascinating. It is one of those inescapable ironies of the ageing

process that Hockney with his passionate love of music in general and opera in particular is

presently coping with increasing deafness. Achievement is often inexplicable, but Malcolm

Gladwell’s synthesis in The Outliers – background, talent but perhaps above all opportunity,

dependent on being in the place at the right time, accompanied by extraordinarily hard work:

ten thousand hours of practice being most cited in research – probably holds true for Hockney.

He works all the time. The biography is not only vividly written but it is packed with information. 
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Bute Bird, “Wonderful. A terrific portable story of David Hockney and his beloved Yorkshire

Wolds. I have the bigger volumes on the subject with wonderful colour plates of his art, but this

is good for a manageable read on the go!”

The book by David Codamo has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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